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Chapter 1 : Hyperion Tutorial Trainings Reporting Analysis Documentation Information
Financial Reporting - Tutorials The Oracle by Example (OBE) series provides step-by-step instructions on how to
perform a variety of tasks. The Oracle by Example series reduces the time spent investigating what steps are required to
perform a task.

It has excellent multi-dimensional reporting capabilities and scales very well unlike Web Analysis. Part of the
reason for this is, there is not much metadata management that is required for HFR only reporting metadata. It
has extensive formatting capabilities similar to BI Publisher and also supports multi-dimensional hierarchical
drills, hierarchical prompts etc. The major drawback of HFR up until 9. It did not support reporting directly on
relational sources. In fact, based on my testing so far this works much better than the existing BI EE â€”
Essbase connectivity. If you are not sure about what XOLAP offers and its advantages, refer my previous blog
entry on this here. All the design considerations in terms of outline structure etc would have to be adhered to
even in XOLAP. So we start with importing the required database tables from within Essbase studio After
importing the required tables, we establish the relationship across the tables using the normal SQL Joins After
establishing the relationships, we need to define the Hierarchies and Measure Hierarchies in Essbase Studio.
There will be one Accounts dimension which will have all the relational measures. Deploying this to Essbase
should create a new application and database. The only difference is, this cube will always return data from
relational sources at run-time. There will not be any pre-aggregated data stored in this cube. So, we basically
have an outline that is directly dependent on relational source. Of course, not every MDX function is
supported As there is no corresponding equivalents ones in the relational source. Then i create a very simple
grid in HFR with the following layout. The idea is, i will enable the drills on the Product and Time
dimensions. The POVs will act as hierarchical prompts just for this example. If you notice, we can now
leverage XBRL directly here. In the report, you can see that the drills are context sensitive. Even they are
hierarchy aware. Hardware is one level above the Deluxe Mouse member. But this kind of calculations are
quite common when dealing with Essbase sources As you see, custom financial reporting functions work quite
well. This is actually quite exciting Atleast for me to see a web based reporting solution which is in the
strategic direction of Oracle from Oracle that can do multi-dimensional aware reporting on relational sources.
All the complex formatting that we are so used in HFR will all work here as well. Atleast until 11g comes out
this can quite easily serve the reporting needs of multi-dimension aware reporting on relational sources. I will
cover that as a separate blog entry. Subscribe to Rittman Mead Get the latest posts delivered right to your
inbox.
Chapter 2 : Hyperion Financial Management Tutorial - OnlineTrainingIO
Oracle Hyperion Financial Management which is the part of Oracle EPM Suite, validate several things like collection,
integration and reporting of financial outcomes in numerous GAAPs as well as IFRS, and the settlement of changes
between the numerous standards.

Chapter 3 : Hyperion Financial Management Training | Oracle HFM Online Course
Financial Management Overview - Online Tutorial In this one-hour tutorial you learn about entering, viewing,
consolidating, and managing your financial information in Financial Management. Topics include entering and viewing
data, creating and entering journal entries, and intercompany transactions.

Chapter 4 : Hyperion Financial Reporting tutorial
Hyperion Financial Reporting tutorial The Hyperion blog provides rich information and a free online training on Hyperion
reporting tools. The Hyperion Financial Reporting tutorial shows how to generate a simple report with charts and use
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POV (point of view) in the report.

Chapter 5 : Hyperion Online Training | Hyperion Course | Free Tutorials | OHO Training
The Hyperion Financial Reporting tutorial shows how to generate a simple report with charts and use POV (point of
view) in the report. The website also provides a tutorial illustrating how to create reports, pivots, charts and dashboards
in Hyperion Interactive Reporting studio.

Chapter 6 : Learn Hyperion/OBIEE by AMIT SHARMA | Learn Hyperion by Amit Sharma
Financial Reporting Features and Architecture Overview The final goal of Hyperion Product Suite is to analysis data and
information and publish report on the basis of analysis, be it Actual, Forecast or Budget report.

Chapter 7 : Using Financial Reporting Web Studio to Design a Report
Hyperion Financial Reporting Training Introduction: Hyperion Financial Reporting is the Simplest and robust reporting
tool that is currently part of the Oracle BI EE Plus bundle.

Chapter 8 : Hyperion Financial Reporting (HFR) â€“ Reporting on Relational Sources â€“ XOLAP
Tutorial: Analytics for Oracle Hyperion Financial Reporting Best Practices for Financial Reporting Logs Unfortunately,
Oracle has not provided a solution to report on the usage of FR, with the exception of FR logs.

Chapter 9 : Hyperion Financial Reporting Training - Global Online Trainings
Oracle Hyperion Financial Management is a comprehensive, Web - based application that delivers global financial
consolidation, reporting and analysis in a single, highly scalable software solution.
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